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TRIPLE THREAT OF TERROR 

Creepersin / Die Monster Die / Others 

Track Listing: CREEPERSIN: When She Sees Me She Screams, Formaldehyde Hide, I 

Need A Mate, Sickle Sick, Glory To The Rhythm of Death; DIE MONSTER DIE: A 

Priest & A Zombie Rent A Fishing Boat As Friends, All Covered In Blood...., Deep 

Space Isolation Psychosis, Lucky Number 666, Worlds Needs Monsters; OTHERS: The 

Horror Academy, The Ricin Ball, Heads Will Fly, First Drain, Josie  

Rating: 6 stars!  

This CD is split between 3 Horror Rock bands & all the bands are the spawn of The 

Misfits...the first band represented is CREEPERSIN. 

Creepersin's first cut is a rockabilly track, then track #2 goes into pop-punk, "I Need a 

Mate" is brooding & the charm in the band is their lo-fi sound & attitude. 

"Sickle Sick" has a Billy Idol vibe to it & "Glory.." reminds me vaguely of Bauhaus. 

Die Monster Die has a song on here called "All Covered..." that has a guitar riff very 

similar to "Girlschool" by the hair band Britney Fox & "Deep Space..." is the song that 

caught my attention because the guitar tone it heavy & this particular song just moves 

really fast! 

"Lucky Number 666" is a kick ass rocker as well! 

OTHERS round out this cd & their first track is heavy but slower in pace than what Die 

Monster Die finish up with. 

"Ricin Ball" picks up the pace & again, you can hear the early Danzig influence all over 

EVERY track on this cd, it's all such heavily influence MISFITS related music & the last 

song on this cd is a long track that's probably a little longer than it needs to be, personally 

I would have closed the cd out with a loud, fast punk rock number, but the cd closes with 

a slow paced rock track. 

Like I said, if you love The Misfits you'll dig this cd!  

 


